Abstract In this paper, we shall define the renormalization of the multiple q-zeta values (MqZV) which are special values of multiple q-zeta functions ζ q (s 1 , . . . , s d ) when the arguments are all positive integers or all non-positive integers. This generalizes the work of Guo and Zhang (Renormalization of Multiple Zeta Values, arxiv: math/0606076v3). We show that our renormalization process produces the same values if the MqZVs are well-defined originally and that these renormalizations of MqZV satisfy the q-stuffle relations if we use shifted-renormalizations for all divergent ζ q (s 1 , . . . , s d ) (i.e., s 1 ≤ 1). Moreover, when q ↑ 1 our renormalizations agree with those of Guo and Zhang.
Introduction
The Euler-Zagier multiple zeta functions are defined as nested generalizations of the Riemann zeta function: studied systematically by Euler [1] when d = 2. Nevertheless, only in the past fifteen years these values have been found to have significant arithmetic, algebraic, geometric and physics meanings and have since been under intensive investigation (see [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ).
In another direction in [7] we show by using generalized functions that multiple zeta functions can be analytically continued to C d as a meromorphic function with simple poles. We will henceforth always refer to this analytic continuation when we speak of multiple zeta functions in the rest of this paper. The precise location of the simple poles forms the following set (see [8] ): 
Hence MZVs at non-positive integers are not always defined. Recently, Guo and his collaborators ( [9] [10] [11] ) have applied the Rota-Baxter algebra technique to the study of MZVs after noticing that the stuffle (stuffing+shuffle) relations reflect exactly the Rota-Baxter property.
In [10] the renormalization is carried out for the MZVs and they show that when ζ(s 1 , . . . , s d ) is defined then its renormalization agrees with the value itself, provided that s i 's are all positive or all non-positive. Moreover, these renormalizations satisfy the stuffle (or quasi-shuffle) relations. The importance of this result is related to the conjecture (see [12] ) that to obtain all the relations among MZVs of the same weight it suffices to use all the double shuffle relations including those of the renormalization of MZVs at positive integers.
On the other hand, we can define the q-analog (0 < q < 1) of multiple zeta functions as follows (see [13] 
where for any real number r we write [r] = (1 − q r )/(1 − q). When d = 1 this is the same as the q-analog of the Riemann zeta function defined in [14] . By using Euler-Maclaurin summations we obtain their meromorphic continuations to C d with the following singularities (which are all simple):
Here the last part in S d is vacuous if d = 1. One can see that these q-analogues have much more poles than their ordinary counterparts. But when q approaches 1 we indeed recover exactly the poles of the multiple zeta functions. In fact, by [ The analytical continuation of multiple zeta functions [7] utilizes generalized functions. But Euler-Maclaurin summation can also be used instead which actually provides the main idea of special value computations contained in this paper. For future reference we define the Bernoulli polynomials B k (x) and its periodic analogueB k (x) by
where {x} is the fractional part of x. We can then prove the analytic continuation of ζ(s 1 , . . . , s d ) using these functions. See [13, Theorem 3.2] for more details.
Similarly, the analytic continuation of multiple q-zeta functions ζ q (s 1 , . . . , s d ) can be obtained by using Euler-Maclaurin summation formula. The major difference between ordinary MZVs and MqZVs is the appearance of the shifting operators S j (1 ≤ j ≤ d) defined as follows:
In general we may iterate the operator and get
Using these operators we proved the analytic continuation of multiple q-zeta functions in [13] .
The q-analogue of MZVs will be called multiple q-zeta values (MqZVs). In this paper we will consider the renormalization problem for MqZVs motivated by the ideas of Guo and Zhang in [10] . From physics point of view these values can be regarded as the quantumization of MZVs. Furthermore these MqZVs also have number theoretical significance. For instance, it is well known that ζ(0) = −1/2 and ζ(1 − 2n) = −B 2n /(2n) for positive integers n where B 2n are Bernoulli numbers defined by x/(e
What are the correct q-analogue of these numbers? It turns out that one of the ways to find the answer is to consider Rieman qZVs at negative integers (see [14, (6) ]), which shows that the odd indexed q-analogues of Bernoulli numbers are actually nonzero. Is it possible to generalize Bernoulli numbers to multi-Bernoulli numbers and their q-analogues? Maybe this problem can be solved when we carry out further studies of the renormalization of MZVs at negative integers.
The major behavioral difference between MZVs and MqZVs is the appearance of the shifting operator in the q-analogues defined by (6) . As we mentioned in the above it is very fruitful to study the stuffle relations between MZVs. The q-analogue of this is a little more complicated because of the shifting operator which can still be handled by setting things up carefully. The main result of this paper is that we can define the renormalization of MqZVs when s j 's are all positive integers or all non-positive integers such that (i) they coincide with the MqZV if it is defined originally, (ii) they satisfy a shifted version of q-stuffle relations, and (iii) they become the renormalization of MZVs defined by Guo and Zhang in [10] when q ↑ 1.
To conclude this introduction we remark that currently there are two ways to order the variables in MVZs and our ζ(s 1 , . . . , s d ) in this paper is denoted by ζ(s d , . . . , s 1 ) in [13] . We change our notation system because it is more convenient now for the readers to compare results in this paper to their classical counterparts in [10] which serves as the major motivation for us.
The Rota-Baxter Algebra and the q-stuffle Product
Let k be a subring of C which is usually taken to be R or C. For any fixed λ ∈ k a Rota-Baxter k-algebra of weight λ (previously called a Baxter algebra) is a pair (R, P ) in which R is a k-algebra and P : R → R is a k-linear map, such that P (x)P (y) = P (xP (y)) + P (P (x)y) + λP (xy), ∀ x, y ∈ R.
In this paper we are going to concentrate on the following two examples, both of which are contained in [10] . Example 2.1 Let ε be a complex variable such that (ε) < 0. Let C{{ε, ε −1 } be the algebra of convergent Laurent series in a neighborhood of ε = 0 with at worst finite order pole at 0. Write
as the polynomial algebra with the variable T and with coefficients in C{{ε, ε −1 }. Let P be the operator on R which takes the pole part. Then it's not hard to verify that (R, P ) is a Rota-Baxter C-algebra of weight −1.
Example 2.2
Let H be a connected filtered Hopf algebra over k (see [10, §2.1] for the definition) and let (R, P ) be a commutative Rota-Baxter algebra of weight λ. Define the kalgebra R := Hom k (H , R) of linear maps from H to R with the product compatible with the coproduct of the Hopf algebra H . Then the operator P on Hom(H , R) defined by P(L ) = P • L is a Rota-Baxter operator on R of weight λ. This example will be used in Section 2 to define the regularized MqZVs (see (13) ).
In the rest of this section we will construct one such Hopf algebra of Example 2.2. For any subset Z of C closed under addition and shifting by −1 we define the commutative semigroup ]. We will only have two different choices for Z in this paper: Z or Z ≤0 . The reason to require Z to be closed under shifting by −1 is because of the effects of shifting operators on MqZVs. To study other renormalization at other poles in the future we need to set Z = Z + (2πi/ ln q)Z (see (4)).
Define the C-bilinear pairing ,
Recall from [10, §3.1] that we can define the algebra:
where N(Z ) 0 = {1} is the multiplicative identity and C N(Z ) n is the free C-module with basis N(Z ) n . Then we may equip the q-stuffle product, which is the q-analog of the quasi- 
. . , a m ) otherwise. Then we define 1 * q a = a * q 1 = a and recursively
where a 1 , b 1 is given by (9) . It has a connected filtered Hopf algebra structure over C when we define the deconcatenation coproduct suitably. 
Regularized Multiple q-zeta Values
Let's recall the classical process of renormalization. For example, let's consider the divergent series ∞ n=1 n, which is the series we would get if we try to plug s = −1 into ζ(s) by using definition (1) . We may tamper this series by multiplying a controlling factor on each term:
nε , for some ε such that (ε) < 0 so that we get a convergent series. By easy manipulation (see [10, (34) 
We then call this the regularized zeta value at −1. To recover the finite value ζ(−1) we only need to drop the pole part 2/ε 2 and then take ε = 0. This process is called the renormalization.
Because there are more than one variable in multiple zeta functions it turns out that we need to introduce a concept called "directional vector" (see Definition 4.4) in the regularization process in order to get well-behaved regularized values so that the normalization works as desired.
Turning to our MqZVs, as in the previous section we let Z be a subset of C which is closed under addition and shifting by −1 (which will be either Z or Z ≤0 ). For s ∈ Z , r > 0, (ε) < 0, and x ∈ R we first define
Note that the controlling factor becomes e εx when r = 1 and q ↑ 1. For every vector s =
It is clear that (14) . Following the setup of Example 2.2 we may define the
where Q is the summation operator (denoted by P in [9, 16] )
These values are called the regularized multiple q-zeta values (at Z ).
Because of the assumption (ε) < 0 we see that Z q ([ s r ]; ε) is well-defined for all s and r. In particular we don't need to restrict to a MZV-algebra as constructed in [9, §3.2] by EbrahimiFard and Guo. Moreover, when q ↑ 1 we recover the definition of regularized general MZV defined in [10] .
Regularized q-Riemann Zeta Values
In this subsection we deal with the q analogue of the Riemann zeta function first. Taking
. We will first put Z = Z. To study these regularized values we set, similarly to [14] ,
Then taking derivatives of F with respect to x we get
When s = 0 and k = 1, we have
Simple computation yields
Note that for all 0 < q < 1 and (ε) < 0, Z q (0; ε) = ∞ n=1 F (n, 0; ε) converges. By EulerMaclaurin summation formula and the analytic continuation of ζ q (s) given by [14, (12) ] 
To determine the regularized normalization of Z q (s; ε) for positive s we begin with the case s = 1. First we have
Therefore,
Now for any real number a > 0 integration by parts yields
where γ ≈ 0.577216 is the Euler's γ constant. Here we have used the fact that (see [18] or [19] )
Further,
where we have set
As a comparison we now take a look at the behavior of ζ q (s) near s = 1. It is clear that
Taking q ↑ 1 we have, near s = 1,
On the other hand, by application of Euler-Maclaurin summation formula ( [20, p. 531] or [17, 7.21] ), for all integers k, l ≥ 1, we get
Since B 2 = 1/6, putting k = l = 1, using equation (20) and integration by parts once in (23) we get lim q↑1 M (q) = γ which is consistent with (25). Now we can prove the following result:
The value of Z q ([
where
When s = 1 equation (27) follows from (19) and (22) by integration and Abel's Theorem because
The rest follows immediately.
The Range of Regularized MqZV
We now turn to the general MqZVs. Although the proof of Theorem 3.3 below is similar to the proof of [10, Theorem 3.3] some new phenomena arise because of the shifting principle for MqZV. Let
be the algebra of Laurent series, regarded as a subalgebra of the algebra of (the germs of) meromorphic functions in a neighborhood of ε = 0 with at worst finite order poles at 0. Choose ln ε to be analytic on C\(−∞, 0]. Observe that the analytic function ln(−ε) on C\[0, ∞) is transcendental over C{{ε, ε −1 } by [10, Lemma 3.1] and hence there is a natural algebra injection (see [10, (19) 
sending − ln(−ε) to T . This provides an identification of C{{ε,
Proof (a) The key is the following computation of the tail of the Z q (s; ε) for s ∈ Z ≤0 . First define
Therefore, for s ∈ Z ≤0 and t = −s, 
and
The next result tells us some very useful information about the general shape of the coefficients of the Laurent series Z q ([ s r ]; ε). This will be used crucially in the proof of the existence of the renormalizations of MqZVs at non-positive integers. 
Renormalization of MqZV
Theorem 3.3 together with the map u of (28) shows that there is an algebra homomorphism
which restricts to an algebra homomorphism 
To write downZ q+ explicitly we need the following definition which is slightly different from [10, Definition 3.7]. 
Definition 4.2 Let Π d be the set of increasing sequences
i 0 = 0 < i 1 < · · · < i p = d. For 1 ≤ j ≤ p,
Proposition 4.3 Let P be the operator sending a Laurent series to its pole part
n=−N a n ε n and letP = −P . Then for any
We are going to use the mapZ q+ to define the renormalization of MqZVs. But before doing so we recall that at the beginning of Section 3 we mention that the multiple variable cases are different from the single variable case, just like the situation where a function of two variables can have all the directional derivatives at some point but yet is not differentiable there. Such phenomenon won't happen to functions of one variable. The renormalization process is essentially a limit process just like taking the derivatives. The behavior of multiple zeta functions at poles are not so bad in that if we take appropriate "paths" to renormalize then we can produce values compatible with both the stuffle relations and the original values if they are defined originally. All the above remarks are still valid for the q-analogues. The appropriate "paths" in our case is given by Definition 4.7 and Definition 4.8 later in this section. We first define the directional version of these as follows: 
Corollary 4.5 The renormalized directional MqZVs satisfy the q-stuffle relations
Proof It follows directly from Definition 4.4 by Proposition 4.1.
The following proposition is the q-analogue of [10, Corollary 4.13] . This and the length three case provide us a hint at the general shapes of the renormalization of MqZVs at non-positive integers which will be given in Proposition 5.4
Proof From equation (31) in Corollary 3.4 we havẽ
By Theorem 3.2 we get 
A simple combinatorial formula quickly reduces this to the formula in the proposition.
We are now ready to define the renormalization of MqZVs. 
Definition 4.7 For s
For example,ζ
, where 2δ appears because of the stuffings at the first position which is hinted by the shifting vector (1, 0, 0).
We will compute the limit (36) in Theorem 4.12 and show that the limits (37) exist for
. First we consider the case of
Riemann q-zeta function.
Theorem 4.9 Let γ be Euler's gamma constant and define M (q) by (23).
Then
and, for integers s > 1,ζ q (s) is the usual Riemann q-zeta value ζ q (s) defined by the series (3).
If s = −l is a non-positive integer then
Proof The expression of ζ q (−l) is given by [14, (60) ]. The rest follows from Theorem 3.2.
Our primary goals are to show that (i) our renormalizations of MqZVs are well-defined,
(ii) these values agree with the usual MqZVs whenever the usual values are defined, (iii) they satisfy the q-stuffle relations, and (iv) they become renormalizations of MZVs when q ↑ 1. 
Theorem 4.10 Let
s = (s 1 , . . . , s d ) ∈ Z d >0 such that s 1 > 1. Let r ∈ (Z >0 ) d be an arbitrary vector. Then ζ q ([ s r ]) = ζ q ( s)Z q ([ s r ]; ε) = Z q ([ s r ]; 0) = ζ q ( s). Now we consider the divergent case s 1 = 1. For f (ε), g(ε) ∈ C[T ][[ε]], denote f (ε) = g(ε) + O(ε) if g(ε) − f (ε) ∈ εC[T ][[ε]].
Lemma 4.11 For c >
Proof We prove the lemma by induction similarly to that of [10, Lemma 4.4] . Notice that the terms produced by shifting will produce polynomials of degrees less than that of the leading term.
When d = 0 the lemma follows from the proof of Theorem 4.10 as
. We now fix d = 1 and prove the lemma by induction on l. When l = 0 the lemma readily follows from (27). Assume equation (39) is true when the length of the vector s is ≤ l for l ≥ 0. Then by 4.10 and Theorem 4.10 we have
where e j is the j-th unit vector of length l. Hence by induction assumption,
Assume equation (39) is true for every l > 0 when the length of the vector (1,
On the other hand, by the q-stuffle relatioñ 
By Definition 4.7, Thus for c > 0, we havẽ
ln q by Theorem 3.2. This impliesζ 
Proof By the very definition of the shifted renormalization and the q-stuffle relation it suffices to show the first part of the theorem, namely the existence of the limit in (3.7). Indeed, if the leading component in s is greater than 1 thenζ q is independent of the directional vector by Theorem 4.10.
In the following we consider the shifted renormalizationζ 
We want to show this series is good (used just in this proof) in the sense that it is in 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we can use Euler-Maclaurin summation formula to find a closed expression for
The following integral
can be evaluated using (21) by the substitution ε → ε[i + 1]/q i . Therefore we get
Let i = k 2 in the above two formulas (41) and (42). It is straightforward to see that the middle two terms of (41) both contribute to good series by Theorem 4.10 and the induction assumption.
The last term of (41) can be handled similarly using (16) after we notice thatB 2 (x) is bounded by 1/6 from an easy computation from the series expansion (20) and the fact that ζ(2) = π 2 /6.
Therefore the main divergence term of (40) when ε is near zero comes from the first term of (41). Thus by (42) it is enough to show that all the sums below are good:
In ( The most difficult one is (43) in which case we again apply Euler-Maclaurin summation formula using the following modified version of F (x, s; ε):
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Then (42) changes to
This integral can be treated similarly to (42) by using polygamma functions (see [18] ) which is closely related to
In particular, to proceed by induction we need the fact that all the values of f k (1) are finite which are in fact Q-linear combinations of the weight k products of ζ(n)'s and the Euler constant γ, where we take the weight of γ to be 1. For example, the first few values are ] and the only form that r j 's can occur in the denominator of any coefficient of the series is in a factor of some form r i 1 + · · · + r i t . Note that r j 's can also occur in logarithms in the form ln(r j ) which implies that we can take r j 's to be either 1 or 2. This finishes the proof of the theorem.
Renormalization of MqZVs at Nonpositive Integers
The following result is straightforward:
Proof This follows from Corollary 3.5, Definition 4.4 and Definition 4.7.
In the rest of this section we are going to prove 
